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By Mrs Diana Neal Gardiner

CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 152 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.0in. x 0.3in.This Christian romance revolves around
WHBN, premier TV news channel in Richmond, Va. Gloria has just been sent from New York by her
ruthless boss to oversee the station. Her task is to maximize profit for the new corporate owner,
NatMedia. She immediately has a problem with Josh, the 6 3 idealistic Christian station manager.
Josh has built the station up to be renowned for its complete, fair and ethical news coverage and is
unwilling to compromise merely to enrich a corporation. Their repeated clashes complicate life for
Gloria with her boss and her conscience as her own values begin to shift. When Gloria and Josh
realize they are very attracted to one another, more problems arise. Gloria, a very tall woman who
has devoted her life to rising in the corporate sphere, is unpracticed in the dating world. Josh,
knowing through bitter experience that there is more to a lasting relationship than passion. This
item ships from La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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Very good e-book and valuable one. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom I am just very easily could possibly get a satisfaction of reading a
created pdf.
-- Wa lton Ha a g-- Wa lton Ha a g

This written ebook is fantastic. It is probably the most incredible ebook we have read. Its been written in an extremely basic way in fact it is just following i
finished reading this publication where basically modified me, affect the way i think.
-- Howell Reichel-- Howell Reichel
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